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Can Transportation Options Energize Englewood?
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Demond Drummer by the 63rd/Halsted Green Line station in Englewood. Photo by John Greenfield.

[This article also appears in Checkerboard City, John Greenfield's weekly column in Newcity magazine,
which hits the streets on Wednesday evenings.]
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Most Chicagoans associate Englewood with poverty and crime, but local advocates and activists see it as a
neighborhood with untapped potential, with excellent access to public transportation being one of the keys to
its future success. “From the beginning, Englewood was designed to be a transportation and retail hub, and
that does not come up often enough in the conversation,” says Demond Drummer, a resident who works for
the Teamwork Englewood community development organization.
Greater Englewood is a predominantlyAfrican-American area, roughly bounded by Garfield, Western,
79th and State. It includes two Green Line stations, three Red Line Stops, Metra’s Rock Island Main Line
(although trains no longer stop here), and multiple bus routes. The New Era Trail proposal would turn a
nearly two-mile, dormant rail corridor into an elevated greenway along 59th between Hoyne and Lowe. The
city is also considering building bus rapid transit on Ashland, which would create yet another travel option.
“The proximity to transportation is one of Englewood’s huge assets,” says Asiaha Butler, who works in the
real estate industry and president of the Resident Association of Greater Englewood (RAGE). “It can help
revive the neighborhood by providing individuals with access to jobs in other parts of the city, and it can
encourage new retail here. But we need businesses to be smart and strategic by locating near hubs like
63rd and Ashland, and the 63rd Street Red Line Stop.”
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Greater Englewood. Image taken from Chicago Bike Map - orange lines are recommended bike
routes.

Drummer agreed to meet me in the neighborhood to discuss the role sustainable transportation can play in
bringing Englewood back to its former glory. “In its prime, it was the number-one, non-central-city retail
location in the entire country,” he says as we stand under the Green Line tracks by the Halsted/63rd station,
another one of the community’s crucial transit nodes. Just north is Kennedy-King College, which relocated
here in the mid-2000s; on the northwest corner is a twelve-acre vacant lot where the Englewood Shopping
Center once stood before it was demolished in 2001.
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Transit hubs like 63rd and Halsted should be a no-brainer for new business investment, but why did local
enterprises like the shopping mall close in the first place? “It was an inward-facing shopping center where a
parking lot was all you saw walking up to it, so that didn’t help,” Drummer responds. “But you also had retail
consolidation, historic racism, redlining and divestment from the neighborhood, and the shutting down of the
Green Line. [The line was closed from January 1994 to May 1996 for rehab work, and six South Side
stations, several in Englewood, never reopened.] These things kind of created a vicious cycle of exodus.”
Still, Drummer is optimistic that Englewood can leverage its current and future transportation options, and
even use its many vacant lots to its advantage, to make an economic comeback. Teamwork Englewood
recently finished an eighteen-month land-use planning process with the city and the Chicago Metropolitan
Agency for Planning. “It asked the question, what do we do in the neighborhood with all these vacant lots,”
Drummer says. “With the city’s new Green and Healthy Neighborhoods initiative they want to centralize retail
around our transportation hubs.”

55th Street "protected" bike lane
Normally I don't do this, but it's bad enough to be
forced to ride through piles of half-day-old snow
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that way. Now this [censored] goes and deliberately
parks in that [censored] snowpile despite the
SERIES of completely clear parking spaces right
there? [Censored] you, [censored].
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A resident reviews the proposal for the New Era Trail at a community meeting. Photo by
Andrew Roddewig of Clarion New Media.

Of course, the Red Line track rehab means that three of these nodes will be shut down from May to
September this year. “That’s going to be painful, but in the long-term faster riding times will benefit
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September this year. “That’s going to be painful, but in the long-term faster riding times will benefit
everybody,” Drummer says. “We can ask, ‘How could they let the Red Line get so bad that we have to shut
down the line for five months?’ But the fact is, the Red Line needs to be rebuilt, as well as extended further
south.”
Drummer adds that there’s strong support for building bus rapid transit on Ashland as an additional highspeed, north-south public transportation artery. “That could have an amazing effect, because Ashland is one
of our stronger retail corridors,” he says. “Residents in the neighborhood want BRT, and we’re reaching out
to the business community.” Are people open to removing car lanes on Ashland to make room for dedicated
bus lanes? “There are always going to be tradeoffs, but there are a lot of transit riders in this neighborhood,”
he responds. “The densest northbound ridership on the Ashland bus line is from 95th to the 63rd and
Ashland Green Line stop.”
The New Era Trail is another proposal Drummer, who also serves on the Mayor’s Bicycle Advisory Council,
says could give Englewood a shot in the arm. “Having a ‘linear park’ where you could walk or run or bike
would be great. It will attract more folks to retail and help be a backbone for some of the urban agriculture
projects we’ve been talking about.”
Longtime community activist Jermont Montgomery echoes Drummer’s sentiment. “It would be very easy to
turn that rail line into a ‘sky park,’” he says. “That would be a wonderful thing for the neighborhood. Right now
there’s not as much interest in athleticism in this community as there is in gentrified parts of town. But I think
that if you build it, they will come.”
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Joseph Musco
Here’s a picture of what Halsted & 63rd used to look like via Curbed Chicago.
http://goo.gl/SXi3E

guest
Englewood is toast. The neighborhood needs a total reboot, unfortunately there are many more attractive
areas with equal, if not better transit service…it’s going to be decades upon decades until things turn
around.

Anonymous
total nitpick, but only Racine closed on the Green Line during the ’94-’96 shutdown. Wentworth, and
Harvard closed as part of service cuts in ’92.

http://gridchicago.com John Greenfield
Thanks for the clarification.

http://gridchicago.com John Greenfield
Don’t be so sure. Judging from the people I talked with there is a lot of momentum to change things for
the better. And this article was written before the BRT on Ashland announcement. Combine that with the
relocation of Kennedy King, a faster Red Line, the New Era Trail, plus the redevelopment of the 12-acre
parcel at the northwest corner of 63rd/Ashland, and there are some major positive changes taking place.

Anonymous
Sorry, Asiaha, but when you suggest that “[high quality transit] can help revive the neighborhood by
providing individuals with access to jobs in other parts of the city, and it can encourage new retail here”,
you should know that the Illinois Department of Transportation has already determined that patterns of
sprawl and urban disinvestment disproportionately impacting low to moderate income neighborhoods
and communities of color will continue unabated well into the future – no matter what transportation
investments are made. Jobs are going to continue to move farther out into collar counties. People – at
least those with cars, anyway – are going to be commuting farther, faster, IDOT claims.
We can’t afford to make counter-productive and wasteful investments in transit, they represent. Greater
Englewood? Garfield Park? Austin? They’re pass-through places. Places with voices that aren’t heard . . .
a silent film with awful consequences.
We’re told we must pour billions into highway reconstruction and expansion while ignoring opportunity
costs associated with failing to make other forms of investments that might actually serve to reconnect
people to jobs, to refocus development in ways that decrease our long-term maintenance obligations
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